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During the 2020 pandemic, one thing held true: Scores of people headed out for a day hike on

the Appalachian Trail (AT) as if being in the woods, immersed in beauty and mystery,

immunized them against an invisible enemy. The AT became a hospital for souls locked up in

quarantine, needing to breathe, stretch, and be grounded by the earth beneath their feet.For

decades, the AT has been a sanctuary for seekers, the tired and the lost; those hungry for

renewal, the broken and the grieving; and those who want to face and answer questions they

have lugged around with them in invisible backpacks. Questions like, what is next for me? Is

there a God? Should I live or end it all? How can I liberate my life from what weighs it down?

How can I forgive God?This book pays tribute to all those who dare such a grueling and soul-

satisfying adventure. It tells the tales of those on a pilgrimage through insightful conversations

and encounters, exploring and revealing what angels the hikers are wrestling with in the

wilderness, angels who call out to name them again. This collection unveils the spirituality of

any such journey in sometimes humorous, sometimes heart-wrenching portraits.Tales from the

Trail explores the longings within us to lose our life, only to find it.

From the Inside Flap--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About

the AuthorP'ng Chye Khim trained in the Shaolin tradition, is head instructor of the Penang

Shaolin Athletic Association (Malaysia).Donn F. Draeger gained international renown as an

authority on Asian martial arts whose numerous books continue to be classics in the field. --
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USA1.800.767.0531 |PrefaceDuring the 2020 pandemic, one thing held true: Scores of people

headed out for a day hike on the Appalachian Trail (AT) as if being in the woods, immersed in

beauty and mystery, immunized them against an invisible enemy. The AT became a hospital for

souls locked up in quarantine, needing to breathe, stretch, and be nourished by the earth

beneath their feet.For decades, the AT has been a sanctuary for seekers, the tired and the lost;

those hungry for renewal, the broken and the grieving; and those who want to face and answer

questions they have lugged around with them in invisible backpacks. Questions like, what is

next for me? Is there a God? Should I live or end it all? How can I liberate my life from what

weighs it down? How can I forgive God?This book pays tribute to those who dare such a

grueling and soul-satisfying adventure. It tells the tales of those on a pilgrimage through

insightful conversations and encounters, exploring and revealing what angels the hikers wrestle

with in the wilderness who call out to name them again. This collection unveils the spirituality of

any such journey in sometimes humorous, sometimes heart-wrenching portraits.Tales from the

Trail explores what it means to be human.May your trails be crooked, winding, lonesome,

dangerous, leading to the most amazing view. May your mountains rise into and above the

clouds.Edward Abbey, American writer (1927-1989)I dedicate this book to the generations of

the Presbyterian Church of the Mountain who worked tirelessly to provide hospitality to hikers

from around the world and to the generations who will continue the ministry into the future.I

dedicate this collection to all hikers—past, present, and future—who shared their stories of

struggles and brokenness, and found healing, mercy, and compassion in the cathedral of the

wild.In particular, I dedicate this book to David Childs, wilderness guide, teacher, and leader,

who faithfully served the Hiker Ministry day and night for more years than any of us can

count.In the Bleak MidwinterThe heart’s awakening is the true work of our lives.Mary

OliverIforce the key into the cold hard lock of the Hikers Center and shoulder the door open.

The freezing wind rushes in as I shut the door fast behind me, then push open the old, narrow

french doors to the common area. Inside the one-windowed room, there is nothing but winter

darkness. Only a heavy curtain is drawn to keep out the chill. I press in the century’s old light

switch. The sign-in sheets are blank, waiting for inscription. Everything is neat and tidy now

with the absence of hikers over the last couple of weeks, but a few are on their way, having



already started in Georgia and will arrive in March or April. Yet, it’s as if the air itself is imprinted

with all those who have stayed here. The room is crowded with them. I sense them, their sweat-

soaked, over-worn clothes, the animal smells their bodies emit as if all hikers are in heat, both

male and female pheromones mix with the air’s undercurrents.I’m grateful for this break,

although a part of me misses the daily adventure of heading up the church driveway and

seeing all kinds of people hanging about, their gear and clothes hung out or spread on the

asphalt to dry. I sink into the human silence of the room. The furnace kicks on with an

occasional clank. I’m grateful for the warmth. Regretfully, the door has to be locked to prevent

the homeless from bunking down inside the center this time of year. For this moment, no one

will know to come to find me here; I can be quiet, undisturbed, and process the season of

hospitality that has passed. There were so many hikers with whom I had no opportunity to

engage in any meaningful conversation, mostly because there were too many people around.

Vulnerability requires honor and protection, and everyone is vulnerable. I’ve gained a certain

kind of courage by listening to hikers, both young and old, who have pushed forward, despite

bruises and blisters, muscles that never stop burning, insect bites, rashes, and shin splints.

They persevered when they wanted nothing more than to give up, going beyond what they

thought were their limits, steered by that inner drive to accomplish what they set out to do, no

matter what. On the coffee table in front of me is the year’s journal that I flip through. Each

page of paper feels like skin between my fingers. Many left notes to fellow hikers who will

hunker down here for a night or two, advising them where to go in town, where the best meals

were, or they shared some epiphany in words or drawings.For some reason, Trillium comes to

mind. She was the first hiker who introduced herself to me, the newly-called minister, on my

initial Sunday here at Church of the Mountain, June 1, 2014. Trillium had graduated college in

December and set out on the AT alone from Georgia in February. She had long, soft blonde

hair and green eyes, and she tilted her head slightly to the right when she listened.After

worship, she waited to talk with me until I had greeted everyone from the congregation. She

said she hadn’t been in church since she was a young teen. She told me that she was deeply

moved by the service and couldn’t wait to call her parents and tell them she had attended

church. She did not know it, but she spoke “forest” to me that morning—there was fertility to

her words that grew me as if each word was a seed. Maybe it was just that sense of her being

so present, so affirming, on my first day.Later that afternoon, she and I sat at the picnic table

outside the center, and we spoke about her experience hiking the trail as a single woman. She

taught me how hikers adopt trail names usually given by another hiker or hikers, although she

said she chose her own. I thought the anonymity of such names freed hikers from being who

they were in the world they left behind. She decided on the name Trillium, a single three-

petaled wildflower that shoots out from a whorl of three leaves and grows among

other trilliums, off by themselves, hiding from others, hidden from full view, blooming alone. She

said it was her favorite flower growing up.I marveled at her fearlessness. She shared that she

felt safer on the AT than she ever felt in the civilized world. Her eyes looked as if they had bits

of mica in them, shimmering in the afternoon light. We talked of the spiritual aspect of her

journey, of the magnetic pull of nature itself toward the Source of all things. She thanked me for

our conversation, said she needed to talk about such things, and didn’t know it. We shared the

language of roots—speaking of invisible things that hold everything together.What happened

after she reached Mount Katahdin? Chances are, I would never know; I doubt she’d ever find

her way back here again. If she did, I would ask her if the experience of being on the trail was

always present for her. Did her love for the natural world deepen every day into an ache that

called her incessantly to feel the earth’s pulse beneath her feet, bidding her to lay flat on the



ground and feel the spine of roots beneath her own? Or, like many love affairs, would it be a

longing for what had passed, with no way to ever get back to that moment, to that place, to

those arms, despite the gravitational pull?Maybe it was because she was the first hiker I had

engaged with, but I knew I would never stop wondering about her. I don’t remember where she

was from or what her ambitions were once she finished the trail.I close the journal and stand

up. All is well here. The room itself holds its breath, waiting for the next sojourner to enter, fall

into its arms, wash in its stream, and feel the warmth of this underground cave. It’s cradling me,

insisting that I understand that when I behold another, their voice becomes part of my own,

their touch becomes part of my skin, their breath a part of my lungs.Rocks of AgesHumans of

dust, we are nothing but a story.St. ColumbaEXCERPT FROM HiKERS CENTER JOURNAL,

DATED JULY 24, 1998:I had a dream that I stood before God. He said to me, “You are one of

the chosen. You may enter heaven for eternal life.”“If it’s all the same to you,” I said, “When my

time comes, just snuff me out. I don’t want to live for an eternity.”“Little one, what do you know

of eternity?” He asked.“Oh, I know all about it,” I said. “I’ve walked over the rocks of

PA.”Journalist Don Hopey, writing for the Cape Cod Times, July 30, 1995, started to name the

rocks of Pennsylvania: “Rocky Raccoon, Rocket Man, Rock Lobster, Crocodile Rock, Rock and

Rye, Roxanne,” he wrote. “Thru-hikers know it as ‘ninety miles of hell.’”In the same article, hiker

Beorn (trail name) is quoted as saying that the rocks are in conversation with each other,

teaming up to stop hikers. “There are vampire rocks—they want your blood,” he said. “There

are hip rocks that just want a little skin. And some rocks can jump. They grab your boot just

when you think you’ve got it clear.”Up the road a few miles from the church, bordering on

Kirkridge Retreat Center on the slopes of Blue Mountain, resides a man with rocks in his heart.

Ancient, monumental ones, I should say. He has rocks in his head, too. At least that’s what

started his vision for what is now Columcille Megalith Park, fashioned after Isle of Iona (located

on the Inner Hebrides off the western coast of Scotland). He calls it a place for “reluctant saints

and weary sinners.” The Reverend William Cohea, Jr., more of a self-proclaimed druid than

Presbyterian minister, wanted his own mystical isle in the Appalachian Mountains of

Pennsylvania. I came to talk to him about his two-year stint at the Church of the Mountain,

beginning in 1976, when the Hikers Ministry was established.Leaning upon a walking stick that

was gnarled and crooked and as bent as his body, Rev. Cohea met me outside his home that

stands guard over Columcille. He wore his signature blue captain’s hat that shaded his sun-

marked face, a pale yellow cotton jacket, and gray sweatpants that sagged over his frail ninety-

year-old body. In his left hand was a pipe that he lifted to his mouth and clenched between his

stained teeth, drawing out the impossible last puff of smoke. He had a sonorous, baritone voice

as if he was preaching even while in quiet conversation, with a little raspiness lacing what

seemed like rationed breath and word. On a hot and humid day, his breaths were shallow and

frequent as he shuffled toward his house, planting the end of his walking stick into the dry

earth in front of him and pulling himself forward. Since he was a little shaky and unsteady, I

reached out and clutched his arm. He shook off my hand like a pesky insect.“I’m just fine,

honey,” he said. “Here we are, Casa Colum.”Entering his domicile, the scent of cherry pipe

tobacco hung pleasantly in the air, mixed with the fragrance of old wood fires emitting from two

stone fireplaces in the large living room. His elderly border collie greeted us, panting and

eyeballing us through cloudy blue eyes. Some of the furniture looked plucked from a church or

an old cathedral—throne-like oak chairs with red velvet cushions, a short pew, and a long thick

wooden slab of a table topped with large and heavy books. Their rotting leather covers left

brownish dust near their spines. Everywhere I looked, there were too many chairs—threadbare

overstuffed chairs and wooden chairs that I had to wend my way around.The house was full of



primeval energy; it seemed crowded with unseen ancestors. This place where I had never

visited before felt like coming home in a way I couldn’t explain.We walked through the room

toward the screened-in porch that gave an unobstructed view of the pond with orange and

white koi and a few large standing stones alongside its edge. On the other side of the porch

was Cohea’s office that overflowed with books, papers, files, tickets, souvenirs, and a bed.We

settled into rocking chairs on the porch. A hot breeze blew over us, offering no relief from the

July heat. He tamped some tobacco into his pipe and lit it, then rocked back and forth, talking

as he did about Columcille—how it came to be, how he had rocks brought in from faraway

places, how he and his late partner had a vision decades ago that was now a reality. The porch

was his throne room, and he, as king, could overlook his kingdom.He spoke at length about his

deceased life partner of several decades, his ex-wife, his four children, one son who had died

in middle age of a heart attack, and of a grandchild who had been killed in a car accident two

years ago.“Life happens,” he said, pausing, it seemed to me, to let sorrow flow through him.

“I’ve outlived seven cardiologists. Let’s go for a tour, shall we?”I agreed with a bit of

apprehension. “Are we going to walk?”“No, we’ll take the golf cart.”We headed out the front

door; Cohea flopped himself onto the hard plastic seat of the cart and flipped on the key. Off

we went, careening up and down steep knolls. I held my breath, whispering one inaudible

prayer after another, sure we were going to tumble over with every accelerated ascent and

uncontrolled descent. We drove by rocks that were intentionally placed in a Stonehenge

design. Other stones appeared as randomly placed sculptures, organically shaped like little

cathedrals with no doors. Cohea knew each one by name as if they were living creatures. I

believe to him they were—primordial unmovable guards, allowing entrance only to those who

were willing to press ear and knee to earth and be still.We stopped abruptly in front of St.

Columba’s Chapel, a small circular stone building. Inside, it was cool and damp, a refuge from

the heat. It felt like an in-between place, thin-space, where the invisible is more palpable than

the visible. He showed me the moveable stones laid into the floor. Beneath one were placed his

partner’s ashes; he stood on the stone next to it where his ashes would go when the time

came.As the golf cart droned on, Cohea spoke about the Hikers Ministry and about what the

Church of the Mountain was like forty-five years ago. In the 70s, the congregation’s “faithful

fifteen,” as they were often referred to, rejected gay ministers, and so Cohea’s time there was

short-lived.When speaking of faith, he said, “It’s not theology, it’s weology. It’s about the

oneness of all.”What I heard was: “I’ve rejected the rejection and insisted on being acceptable

to God. It’s about us, not Him.”“Doctrine is nonsense,” he continued. “Dogma is bullshit;

hospitality is everything.”He had graduated from Princeton Seminary in 1952 and was ordained

the same year. Being a man of faith and religious conscience, he had to find a way for both

holy and human acceptance in an era when the two seemed incompatible.“The Hikers Ministry

was about hospitality, not dogma.”In other words, the church was to embrace the stranger with

the pure and straightforward agenda of caring for hikers without forcing the gospel upon them.

The congregation’s hands and feet were to be the only sermon preached.What he said about

sermons being spoken through service was still true. But, there were always words—words of

welcome, of engagement, of kindness. At Thursday night potluck dinners during the summer,

hikers shared an abundance of gratitude, and those who served carved out large spaces for

listening. Words have always been and will always be essential. Cohea knew that. What he

meant, I was sure, was to use them as bread and wine are used for communion—as

nourishment of the inward life, for stirring the appetite for spiritual things, and as an invitation to

discern what is meaningful and what is life-giving.“In 1976, we surveyed the hikers, what their

needs were, how many came through Delaware Water Gap. We consulted with the



Appalachian Trail Conservancy. Back then, hikers would get their resupply boxes from the post

office right next to the church, and you would see them unpacking and repacking their packs,

spreading their goods out wherever they could find a patch of green grass on the lower

churchyard. In all, that first year, we counted about three hundred hikers passing through,” he

said.People from the congregation started to invite hikers home, offering them a shower and

doing their laundry. Over time, the basement of the sanctuary was transformed into a shelter;

at first, there were cots, then bunks were built, and a bathroom and shower were later

installed.Cohea stopped the cart a short distance from Thor’s Gate, a five-stone structure, two

upright stones per side, and one across the top, marking the entrance to one of the trails that

looped through the surrounding woods. He engaged with a few visitors who were walking the

grounds. The largeness of his laughter drew me in as it did the others. It was clear to me, and

anyone who spoke with him, that Columcille was his legacy, a place of wonder, silence,

contemplation, and perhaps more than anything else, mysticism. It would remain long after he

was gone, continuing to be a place to walk, meditate, stare into stones, rocks and sun-filtered

forests, and watch for that veil between worlds to burn away and reveal all things.I invited him

to come to the church that upcoming Sunday to speak during the celebration of the Hikers

Ministry’s 40th anniversary. Before I left him at Casa Colum, he gave me two booklets that he

had authored, From the Beginning to the Beginning and Come Dance with Me. Both covers

had a photograph of him wearing his captain’s hat, pipe in mouth and hand, with Columcille in

the background. Inside the booklet Come Dance with Me, he scribbled in pen the words “Christ

the active verb of the mysterious what is.”“Perhaps we are to work out our salvation with

diligence—to have a love affair with mystery and to respect the unknown that surrounds us,” I

read as I flipped through the pages.A quote from Thomas Merton stood out like one of the

stones of Columcille:The rush and pressure of modern life are a form, perhaps the most

common form, of its innate violence. To allow oneself to be carried away by a multitude of

conflicting concerns, to surrender to too many demands, to commit oneself to too many people

and projects, to want to help everyone in everything is to succumb to violence.1The following

Sunday, when Cohea stepped up to the pulpit, his voice bellowed and fell to almost a whisper.

His presence and theatrics demanded attention. He congratulated the congregation for forty

years of a job well done, for the diligence the Hikers Ministry required.“I was there in the

beginning,” he said as if he was as old as Genesis. Then he lifted the large Bible slightly off the

pulpit and said, “This is nonsense. It’s about weology.”I squirmed.“This church has a legacy of

hospitality that goes beyond dogma and doctrine.” What was supposed to be a five-minute

sermon lengthened into twenty minutes.Afterward, along with several hikers, the congregation

joined in the celebratory brunch, followed by cake and ice cream. Only a few of the “faithful

fifteen” were still alive to tell the stories of how the ministry started, how it had grown over the

decades, and how it became a cornerstone of the church.1 Merton, Thomas. Conjectures of a

Guilty Bystander (Reissue Edition, 1968) 81Delaware Water Gap(A LITTLE HISTORY)A few

minutes ago every tree was excited, bowing to the roaring storm, waving, swirling, tossing their

branches in glorious enthusiasm like worship. But though to the outer ear these trees are now

silent, their songs never cease. Every hidden cell is throbbing with music and life, every fibre

thrilling like harp strings, while incense is ever flowing from the balsam bells and leaves. No

wonder the hills and groves were God’s first temples, and the more they are cut down and

hewn into cathedrals and churches, the farther off and dimmer seems the Lord.John MuirThe

Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area encompasses seventy thousand acres, located

midway along the Delaware River in New Jersey and Pennsylvania. When driving on Route 80,

either westbound or eastbound through the Gap, I am in awe of the looming mountains, sharp-



toothed cliffs, and the ravine between them where the river flows. Wherever you look after a

rainfall or melting snow, waterfalls cascade over shale and slate. Here is a story of glaciers and

ancient stones, Native Americans, and the missionaries that came to convert them. The

Delaware Water Gap was the second most visited resort area in the country during the 1800s

and early 1900s for New York City and Philadelphia residents. Many of the river resort houses

are gone, their charred ruins buried in the mountainsides.Today, about four million people visit

the park annually from all over the world. During the pandemic, longing to be in the great

outdoors and inhale the wood-scented air, thousands of visitors came every day. The numbers

are not yet in for 2020. Most come not only for the spectacular scenery but also for the

Appalachian Trail for a day hike. The 2,200-mile Trail starts at Springer Mountain, Georgia,

ends at Mount Katahdin, Maine, and runs through the Delaware Water Gap National

Recreation Area. On the map, the trail is drawn in red, perhaps as a way to speak for the sheer

strength and determination required to walk it, for the blood that will be shed along the way, for

blisters endured, and for blackened toenails lost. The trail wounds those who walk it with its

demands and beauty, its wildness and solitude. It challenges hikers to know themselves as

they have never known themselves before.The town of Delaware Water Gap lies within the

narrow gorge at the river’s bend. In 2014, it was officially named an Appalachian Trail Town. It’s

home to the Deer Head Inn, one of the oldest, continuously-running jazz clubs in the country.

Across the street is the Castle Inn, the last remaining resort, where Fred Waring (known for the

Waring Blender and big band music) established the Shawnee Press, a music publication. Next

door to the Deer Head Inn is the Presbyterian Church of the Mountain, which houses the

oldest, continuously-running thru-hiker hostel on the AT.Up the church’s steep driveway, one

sees tents pitched on the grassy knoll along the edge of the parking lot, plastic chairs doubling

as clotheslines with underwear, pants, shorts, soiled and stiff socks drying in the sun and wind.

Packs are airing out. Hiking boots, creased and worn with miles, with soles sliced from

Pennsylvania’s sharp rocks, lean against the old red brick sanctuary, next to dented and muddy

trekking poles.The Hikers Center was established in the stained-glass sanctuary’s basement in

1976, one hundred and twenty-three years after the church was built. A bell tower rings on the

hour throughout the day, and at noon and six in the evening, songs play from the carillon. This

tradition in the past told travelers where sanctuary may be sought and found; today, it guides

hikers to the center.The church’s history harkens back to David and John Brainerd, who were

missionaries to the Lenape Indians when it was originally called Mountain Church, its

cornerstone dated 1852. At the dedication, Rev. F.F. Ellinwood said this:For many centuries

past has Jehovah dwelt in the rocky fastness of this mountain. Ere there was a human ear to

listen, His voice was uttered here in the sighing of the breeze and the thunder of the storms,

which even then were wont to writhe in the close grapple of this narrow gorge. Ere one human

footstep had invaded the wildness of the place, or the hand of art had applied the drill and blast

to the silent rock, God’s hand was working here alone—delving out its deep, rugged pathway,

for yonder river and clothing those gigantic bluffs and terraces with undying verdure, and the

far gleaming brightness of their laurel bloom. Every day since that first dawn whereat the

morning stars sang joyfully together, has God been present here, in Nature’s broad temple,

which is alone adequate to the indwelling of the infinite one; but never, until this day, has He

dwelt there in a temple made with hands.Rev. Horatio S. Howell pastored here until he joined

the 19th Pennsylvanian Regiment as a chaplain during the Civil War. On July 1, 1863, he was

ministering to wounded soldiers during the Battle of Gettysburg in front of the crowded

Gettysburg Hospital (housed in the Presbyterian Church in Gettysburg). A group of charging

“rebels” deliberately fired their weapons at all who might be in the streets or on the hospital’s



steps. There is a historical marker at the base of the stairs where Rev. Howell fell to his death.I

doubt that either reverend could have imagined any part of this consecrated space being

dedicated to trail-weary sojourners, even though they believed every one of us is a traveler and

a wanderer in this life. Or that the Great Indian Warpath that traversed these mountains—also

once used for trade and commerce—would become a footpath where the most daunting war

fought was the one people carried around within themselves.Time is what hikers trade for a

walk in the woods, often forfeiting all that they own, withdrawing from loved ones and friends, in

search of a way to belong to no one but themselves or to find the One to whom all things

belong. They wake up every morning inside a cathedral of trees, where every branch is a

steeple, pointing in all directions, for there is nowhere where God is not.Called to serve as

pastor here in 2014, this ministry to wanderers is what drew me. I wanted to belong to a church

that engaged in this kind of hospitality, without any overt evangelistic agenda; a church that

focused both outward and inward. It seemed to me that the congregation was living out the

gospel in a way that I had not seen before.Thru-hikers, both northbound (NOBO) and

southbound (SOBO), come from all over the world and stay a night or two. Here are stories of

hikers who have stayed at the center (about fourteen hundred hikers on average each year):

Stories of old men grieving the loss of loved ones, young men delaying the responsibilities of

adulthood, wounded warriors walking off traumatic stress, broken men and women seeking

wholeness, a couple wed on the trail, and a personal story about baptizing my grandson in one

of the streams that rush alongside the trail.On the AT, there is an order and rhythm to the

seasons and days. Hikers reflect on the larger miracles in nature’s smaller miracles, the shape

of the divine hand in every leaf. The wind whispers and calls out, promises hikers they are

never alone, insists they lay down their burdens. Only carry the wilderness inside them, the trail

says, wherever they go, for everything that happens here has to do with everything else.Never

QuitOne of the lessons learned during the Vietnam War was that the depiction of wounded

soldiers, of coffins stacked higher than their living guards, had a negative effect on the viewing

public. The military in Iraq specifically banned the photographing of wounded soldiers and

coffins, thus sanitizing this terrible and bloody conflict.Walter Dean Myers“Ma’am, my name is

Jason, and I’m at the Hikers Center. I’m calling to tell you that I’m here with my truck, helping

my buddy on the trail,” said the polite male voice on the other end of the phone.“Well,” I said,

“we don’t usually allow car support for hikers. Our center is for thru-hikers only.”“I’m in a

wheelchair, ma’am. I have no legs.”“Oh, oh, well, let me call you back. Can I call you on this

number?”“Yes, ma’am.”I phoned David Childs, who comes daily to help at the center. “David,

we have a man at the center who is in a wheelchair and has no legs. He’s giving car support to

a hiker friend. I am not going to hell for this—you can go to hell for this, but I’m not.”He laughed

and agreed that we could make an exception. I called Jason back.“Jason, you’re welcome to

stay. I’m not sure how easy it will be to get into the center with a wheelchair.”“I’ll manage just

fine, ma’am. Thank you.”Later that evening, I found Jason sitting in a wheelchair outside my

office, his truck alongside, with a motorized dune-buggy-type ATV in the truck bed. He was

waiting for his buddy to meet him here.I imagined that Jason once stood at about six feet tall—

he was muscular, tattooed, clean-cut, a double amputee with stumps just below his groin. He

had reddish-brown hair, dark eyes, and a trim beard.“I lost my legs in Iraq, ma’am, from a

roadside bomb while serving with the United States Marine Corps. I can’t wear prosthetics—

there isn’t enough bone left to attach them.” He lifted each stump with his right hand to show

me, his pant legs folded and pinned over each one. From the way he released each one, they

appeared soft and fleshy. “Lost ’em on my ninth and final deployment. Me and my buddy, the

hiker, were on the frontline team that surveilled for roadside bombs.”Tattooed on the underside



of his right forearm were the words “NEVER QUIT.”“We learned that in the Marines, ma’am.

Never quit, no matter what. I never quit. I climbed Mount Katahdin on my stumps, pulling myself

up by holding onto a rope. I don’t let not having any legs stop me from much. Couldn’t hike the

trail, though, so I’m offering vehicle support.”I felt a mixture of gratitude and awe in his

presence, as well as pity that he didn’t want—he saw it in my eyes, the same way I saw a

toughness in his. It was as if he repelled all sympathy as if sympathy itself was a symptom of

weakness. He had accomplished much since his injury—he would never quit being, doing,

living.“It took me two years of trying to walk—tried every prosthetic out there, but couldn’t do it.

I get along pretty well without any. I took a shower in the center.”“How were you able to

maneuver in there?” The stall was narrow and around a sharp corner.“I managed with my

arms. I took some towels, placed them on the floor, and one on the bottom of the shower stall,

and I was able to shower.”How does a man who has so much pride in his duty, carrying the

weight of the United States Marine Corps on his shoulders, lose his legs and maintain his

sense of dignity?Jason’s hiking buddy arrived around seven that night, along with a female

companion. If I were to give the man a trail name upon first sight, I would have named him

Scarecrow, for he was tall and lean, with wiry blond hair sticking out everywhere. He walked

slightly bent, not unlike other hikers when they release the weight of their pack. Scarecrow had

worn only a small, light daypack since Jason was providing support.“I’m not going to sleep

inside the center,” he told Jason. “I can’t be around a crowd of people.” His voice was shaky

and hoarse as if slightly unhinged from his vocal cords.Inside the center were about eight

hikers that night and a half dozen camping on the grounds. Scarecrow wasn’t a young man, but

he wasn’t an older man either. His skin was a grayish hue as if all his blood was coursing only

to his most vital organs. His eyes were on high alert—super vigilant, roaming corners,

surveilling people and places.I learned that Scarecrow had suffered such a blow to his spine

that his nerves were ripped from his spinal cord. He was alive by a small machine attached to

the base of his spine that sent electrical pulses through his detached nerves to his heart and

lungs. He could never go at a pace that required any acceleration. Learning that, I hated myself

for naming him Scarecrow. I would have named him Hero instead.How many times had those

moments of trauma replayed themselves in both Jason’s and Hero’s memories, if they had any

recall at all? With each replay, was there a re-injuring? When did the memory become just a

chapter of their life rather than the entire story? These two, it seemed to me, insisted on

pursuing adventures and achieving things that even whole men and women didn’t dare do. In

so doing, they proved to the world that sent them to war that they were complete human

beings, whether they had legs or not, or whether they had an attached nervous system or not.

What made them whole was the same thing that makes anyone whole—love and a soul to hold

it and give it.They were warriors even now in full combat, with enemies whose names were

depression, despair, suicide, and anxiety. I witnessed in these two men that their bodies were

blown apart, but the illusion of being safe in the world was shattered forever. I had seen that

before with other veterans on the trail but none as injured as these two.After being on active

duty in some of the harshest places on earth, American life seemed superficial to returning

troops, they told me. People were unwilling to sacrifice the smallest of conveniences and were

too lazy, entitled, distracted, and apathetic. I do not know, but I imagine that gunfire and

roadside bombs and hand grenades breech a spiritual sound barrier with each sonic boom that

thunders around them.Jason stayed behind the next morning while Hero hiked out to finish a

section of the trail, so he took other hikers into town to resupply. He shared his stories with

them—not of war, but of what he had done since that day he’d learned he would have to walk

with his arms and hands. How he’d climbed mountains, pitched the first ball at a major league



baseball game, and met the President of the United States.The following day, Jason packed his

truck with his friend’s gear and headed toward the next rendezvous point where he’d meet up

with Hero. They were there for each other in life as they had been there for each other in near

death.As I watched Jason drive away, I kept asking myself, would the rest of us be there for

them.LongingsSpirituality is not to be learned by flight from the world, or by running away from

things, or by turning solitary and going apart from the world. Rather, we must learn an inner

solitude wherever or with whomsoever we may be. We must learn to penetrate things and find

God there.Meister EckhartISO—short for In Search Of—was an American expatriate living

somewhere in the Pacific for ten years before hiking the trail in 2015. He sent me an email two

years after he had thru-hiked the AT and stayed at the church. He would be section-hiking mid-

August and asked if we could meet when he arrived in Delaware Water Gap, where he would

eventually join two friends. He would stay next door at the Deer Head Inn before heading out to

hike and wanted to meet on a Wednesday evening after I was finished at a local truck stop

where I serve as a chaplain.I looked forward to hearing about what had transpired in his life.

Did he find healing while hiking the AT, did his appetite for life return? Last I had seen him, he

was so thin, wore a jagged beard, and his hair long. He carried sorrow back then. His wife of

seven years, a highly respected professional, had an affair, and he was hiking to place some

distance between them in an attempt to forgive her and let her go. He had abandoned a high-

paying career to do so. When he arrived at the center in 2015, he said he would have stopped

the world spinning for her. He had slipped into a very dark place and was questioning his

legacy. Months later, he had emailed me, seeming to find that thread that stitched him back to

life.He wrote: “There’s pure joy in just taking a simple step. I want to spend the rest of my life

being present for every moment . . . A life well-lived is given to inspiring others.”I remembered,

too, that there was an interior depth to him that one could get lost inside. I had wondered if that

depth came from the weight of grief pressing into him so much, it made more room inside of

him for others.On August 16, after the Bible study I led at the truck stop, there was a family

emergency, and I left in a hurry to attend to my daughter, who was crying hysterically on the

other end of the phone. She was at an animal hospital—her landlady’s dog had died in the

back of her car. Would I come? I called ISO around nine o’clock, telling him I wasn’t sure if or

when I might make it. When I arrived at the animal hospital, I held my daughter for a long time,

her body quivering, her face swollen, and her skin damp with sweat.It was after ten before I

called ISO back and asked if he wanted to get together or if it was too late. No, he said, he was

waiting for me on the upper porch of the inn, sipping some Australian wine. For the first time

that night, I noticed the shrill, loud rhythmic sound of the katydids as I arrived at the Deer Head.

I uttered a prayer for life-giving conversation, asking God to help me forego the sudden

awkwardness I felt in meeting someone on a summer night that I hardly knew. The air, warm

and humid, simmered with the scent of jasmine and roses. My eagerness to meet with ISO

surprised me, perhaps because it felt like a gift to be called back into someone’s life, that two

years ago, something mattered of what we had spoken about.ISO was standing at the top of

the stairs, waiting for me. I embraced him as if I had known him for a long time. Something

about him made me feel known, or maybe it was my imagination or only my desire. He had

gained just enough weight to put him where he needed to be since I had first met him, his

beard short and trim, his hair styled and neat—though a little grayer than I remembered. He

dressed like a professional after-hours—khaki shorts, a black polo, and sandals. I collapsed

into the chair across from his, a bistro table between us. He half-filled a plastic cup with wine.

Few words were left in me by now, having taught a study, having been in my office with people

coming and going all day, and trying to be a soft place for my daughter to fall. I felt her still



leaning into me.We spoke of small things initially—his flight, his plans the next day to rent a

car, where he would be hiking for the next ten days, where he was living now—when his cell

phone interrupted. He answered the call. I heard him invite the caller to be a conversation

partner, which he later explained was a person with whom one scheduled an in-depth

dialogue, at least once a month. Then he invited me to partner with him as well. I agreed.“So

ISO,” I asked, swallowing a sip of wine, “did you find what you were ‘in search of’ on the

trail?”“Did I find what I was looking for? Yes, but don’t ask me to define it. Being on the trail was

a transformative experience,” he said, adding that he had given his marriage another chance,

but he wasn’t convinced it could succeed; some truth was missing. He was living near his niece

and nephew to bond with them, having lived so far away for a dozen years, a decision he had

made two years ago while hiking. “The thing is, my niece is at the age when it’s difficult to get

her to join me at IHOP for a date every month, so I’m coming in a little late in the game. I meet

with my nephew to coach him on robotics.”His voice grew more silvery the longer he talked as

if his tongue was dipped in moonlight, shedding light on the darkest places of life itself—

rejection, reinventing a life, belonging, where, and to whom. He agreed to let me record the

conversation.“You know, there’re a lot of people out on the trail with the trail name ISO,” he

said.“Really? My question is—can they find what they are in search of if they can’t name what

they are in pursuit of?” I asked.“Interesting question. I think they’re looking for a purpose

beyond survival. People hike the trail during a midlife crisis as a means of escape, but the

reality is, you have to deal with everything you’re trying to escape while you’re out there. I found

I was having eighty-hour conversations with myself, all day, every day, and these conversations

allowed me to understand that the things I had, my possessions, had no bearing on my

happiness. Possessions mean nothing—I had every material thing I needed in my pack: food, a

change of clothes, water, a tent. What I needed was a connection, was family.” ISO paused to

pour more wine into his cup, then took a sip, gazing out into the trees across the street. “I met

people on the trail I would never have met otherwise. I met a truck driver who was so happy, a

family man. I would’ve traded everything I had built out of my life in an instant to have what he

had. I made in one year what he made in five years. He’s a lifelong friend now living here in

Pennsylvania. I came to understand what’s important and what really makes a person happy.”
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Otto Harvey, “A Riveting Read. “Tales from the Trail” is a collection of provocative conversations

between a gifted Presbyterian pastor and journalist (Rev. Sherry Blackman) and a multitude of

hikers as they find relief and respite care at a small Presbyterian Church located literally on the

Appalachian Trail where it passes through northeastern, Pennsylvania. In it, the author

captures the motivations, emotions, psychology, spirituality and even the humor of hikers who

have taken to trekking one of the longest and oldest existing trails in America. Readers will

discover a small congregation and an energetic clergywoman with huge hearts as together

they create camaraderie, cultivate hospitality and befriend weary hikers. For their efforts the

author demonstrates amazement, amusement and awe and wonder exists in the world still. A

must read for anyone needing to be reminded that human goodness is divine and divine grace

is alive and well in the world.”

tonystess, “Compelling!. Sherry Blackman eloquently chronicles the stories and motivations of

AT hikers. It's never about just hiking.Her journalist instincts expertly draw the stories of the

"Why" from the hikers. Fascinating, often heartbreaking, and humorous stories emerge.

Blackman reveals the raw "human condition" that we all share. The hospitality and dedication

of the Church members who host the hikers is both inspiring and heartwarming. A simple meal,

a hot shower, and an ear to listen can be a salve for the broken. Beautifully written, this book

offers many lessons in compassion.Having lived near the AT my entire life, I have a new

understanding of the sacrifice and redemption that can result from immersing oneself in a

journey of the heart.  This is a must read, especially in today's climate of division.”

golfer1, “Smiles and Tears. I just now finished reading Tales from the Trail by Rev. Sherry

Blackman. I closed the book amidst tears of sadness and smiles of gratitude and

purposefulness. I truly felt like an eavesdropper listening in on the conversations between the

author and the hikers. I was there, right there, hearing each story. Rev. Blackman shared each

story of her experiences with compassion and love and totally without judgment. Her words

come to the reader like descriptive poems from her eyes and poetic voice. I stopped

periodically to reflect on her words as I thought about my own spirituality and where I find my

own strength and inner peace. I closed the book contemplating my purpose and how I fill each

day of my life.”

smatt, “Review from an AT Hiker. Sherry Blackman's Tales from the Trail is a compendium of

first-hand stories about the hiker center at the Presbyterian Church of the Mountain and all the

different types of souls that walk in the door. As a long-distance hiker, I found the tales

compelling and revealing in a different sort of way than the usual trail book. Part of the

Appalachian Trail, as any hiker will tell you, is all the different people you meet along the way,

helping you out, sharing with you their stories and, if you're open to it, their love. As a trail

angel herself, Blackman taps deeply into this aspect of the hiking life, giving her perspective on

the many hiker interactions she's experienced over the years. These tales range all over, from

officiating a hiker wedding ceremony on the trail to quiet hiker conversations in the hiker center.

She reveals her life stories as well, her traumas, and how she connects with the people flowing

through, some coming back years after their trail experience just to converse. These stories

also tap into the emotional journey that hikers take and that trail angels like Blackman witness.



She depicts moments of deep sadness, but hope, love, and faith all help her process these

stories, both for herself and for the reader.Blackman is an unsung hero on the trail. Her

stewardship of thousands of hikers through her hiker hostel puts her in another category of trail

angel. The trail experience is a blend of experiences and personalities, and Blackman's book

puts you one step closer to being right there in the middle of it. Big recommend.”

Patricia, “Unforgettable Read!. Unforgettagle Read!A dear friend of mine gifted me this book

recently. I was born and raised in the Poconos. In my younger years, my husband and I would

take short hikes up the trail head to different locations. On sunny days in October, we would

hike up to an overlook in the Gap and often watch the hot air balloons quietly dance down

the Delaware river. So peaceful and beautiful. The Autumn foliage! We once attempted to hike

from wind gap to water gap without much success!. Lol Those darn rocks! I just can't imagine

2200 miles!I was unaware of this wonderful ministry that the Church on the Mount has until a

few years back. It is the oldest ongoing Hiker’s hostel on the entire AT. How cool is that!..

right in my backyard! I Didn’t even know!This book was so engaging . Each story, starting

from the hikers trail name, to their journey and their drive to complete till the very end.. Some

so sad, some scary, and some so compelling, There were the very young, and some very old.

Some very experienced, and some this was their first ever hike.. Can you imagine ? Pastor

Sherry’ writing and the way approaches these hikers with kindness, and openness makes you

want to keep turning to the next story. Each story is thought provoking, yet a quick read.…

She engages in all conversations with these hikers with open mindfulness and never judges or

pushes. They often start off saying they don’t want to talk about their struggles or what make

them want to take on this grueling journey, but then they must see something in her eyes, her

heart, or maybe in her quietness, her spirit.. they begin to open up with their back story and

the words just flow… and then you are hooked!…This is not just a hikers book… you will find

yourself in one of these hikers..and it will change you just a little bit because of it. … I already

bought this book to give to my nephew and one my brother in law that are hikers in Virginia.. ..

and maybe a few more of my non hiker friends and family… I know they will enjoy it as much

as I did.”

The book by Sherry Blackman has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 35 people have provided feedback.
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